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2 HIGHER EVEN DIMENSIONAL REIDEMEISTER TORSION

FOR TORUS KNOT EXTERIORS

YOSHIKAZU YAMAGUCHI

Abstract. We study that the asymptotic of higher dimensional Reidemeister torsion for
torus knot exteriors, which are related to the results by W. Müller [Mül] and P. Menal-
Ferrer and J. Porti [MFPa] on asymptotics of Reidemeister torsion and hyperbolic volumes
for hyperbolic 3-manifolds. We show that the sequence1

(2N)2
log |Tor(EK ; ρ2N)| converges

to zero whenN goes to infinity where Tor(EK ; ρ2N) is the higher dimensional Reidemeister
torsion of a torus knot exterior and an acyclic SL2N(C)-representation of the torus knot
group. We also give a complete classification of SL2(C)-representations of torus knot
groups, which induce acyclic SL2N(C)-representations.

1. Introduction

For an oriented hyperbolic 3-manifold with finite volume, the hyperbolic volume is
related to the asymptotic behavior for the sequence of Reidemeister torsion respect to
SLn(C)-representations of the fundamental group whenn increases to infinity. Here we
are concerned with SLn(C)-representations of fundamental groups defined as the com-
position of an SL2(C)-representation corresponding to the complete hyperbolic structure
and then-dimensional irreducible representation of SL2(C). This result was shown by
W. Müller [Mül] in the context of Ray–Singer analytic torsion for closed hyperbolic 3-
manifolds and then was extended to the cusped hyperbolic 3-manifolds, according to
P. Menal-Ferrer and J. Porti [MFPa].

Menal-Ferrer and Porti take advantage of the combinatorialdescription of Reidemeister
torsion to establish the relation between the asymptotic behavior for a sequence of Reide-
meister torsions and the hyperbolic volume of a cusped hyperbolic 3-manifoldM:

lim
n→∞

log |Tor(M; ρn)|
n2

= −Vol(M)
4π

where Tor(M; ρn) denotes the Reidemeister torsion respect to SLn(C)-representationρn of
π1(M). We will see a little more detail in the below.

We can also take advantage of combinatorial feature of Reidemeister torsion to consider
the case for non–hyperbolic manifoldsM and expect that the sequence1

n2 log |Tor(M; ρn)|
converges to zero whenn→ ∞. In this paper, we will show that this expected asymptotic
hold for all torus knots exteriors and even dimensionalacyclic representationsρ2N (see
the subsequent of Definition 2.1 for the terminology “acyclic”). To define Reidemeister
torsion, we need a homomorphism from fundamental groups of manifolds to some linear
group, which are calledrepresentations. In the case for oriented hyperbolic 3-manifolds
M, we can choose SL2(C)-representations corresponding to the hyperbolic structure, called
holonomy representations, sinceM is expressed asΓ\H3 whereΓ is a discrete subgroup
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2 YOSHIKAZU YAMAGUCHI

in the orientation preserving isometries Isom+(H3) ≃ SL2(C)/{±I }. On the other hand,
we have no specific such as holonomy representations for non–hyperbolic 3-manifolds.
Hence we need to deal with all representations of torus knot groups to discuss the asymp-
totic of Reidemeister torsions. However, for the simplicity, we focus on even dimensional
acyclic representations of torus knot groups since Raghunathans cohomology vanishing
Theorem [Rag65] and the result of Menal-Ferrer and Porti [MFPb] say that all even di-
mensionalρ2N for a lift ρ of holonomy representation are acyclic. We will establish the
following asymptotic behaviors of sequences of Reidemeister torsions for torus knot exte-
riors respect to acyclic SL2N(C)-representationsρ2N.

Main Theorem (Theorem 4.2). Let EK denote S3\N(K) where K is a torus knot and N(K)
is an open tubular neighbourhood of K. Suppose that the compositionρ2N of an irreducible
SL2(C)-representationρ of π1(EK) and the2N-dimensional irreducible representation of
SL2(C) is acyclic. For a torus knot exterior EK andρ2N, it holds that

lim
N→∞

log |Tor(EK ; ρ2N)|
(2N)2

= 0.

Our theorem follows from explicit computations of Reidemeister torsion for torus knot
exteriors in Proposition 4.1 and the existence of upper and lower bounds dependently only
on 2N. To complete our observation, we have to find out which irreducible SL2(C)-
representations of torus knot groups induce acyclic SL2N(C)-representations. We will
also establish a complete classification which irreducibleSL2(C)-representationρ gives
an acyclicρ2N in Proposition 3.1.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Reidemeister torsion.

Torsion for acyclic chain complexes. Torsionis an invariant defined for a based chain
complexes. We denote byC∗ thebasedchain complex:

C∗ : 0→ Cn
∂n−→ Cn−1

∂n−1−−−→ · · · ∂2−→ C1
∂1−→ C0 → 0

where each chain moduleCi is a vector space over a fieldF and equipped with a ba-
sis ci . We are mainly interested in chain complexes whose homologygroup vanishes,
i.e.,H∗(C∗) = 0. Such chain complexes are referred to as beingacyclic. The chain com-
plex C∗ also has a basis determined by the boundary operators∂i , which arises from the
following decomposition of chain modules. Roughly speaking, torsion provides a property
of a chain complex in the difference between a given basis and new one determined by the
boundary operators.

We suppose that a based chain complex (C∗, ci) is acyclic. For each boundary operator
∂i, let Zi ⊂ Ci denote the kernel andBi ⊂ Ci−1 the image by∂i . The chain moduleCi is
expressed as the direct sum ofZi and the lift ofBi, denoted bỹBi . Moreover we can rewrite
the kernelZi as the image of boundary operator∂i+1:

Ci = Zi ⊕ B̃i

= ∂i+1B̃i+1 ⊕ B̃i

whereBi+1 is written as∂i+1B̃i+1.
We denote byb̃i a basis ofB̃i+1. Then the set∂i+1(b̃i+1) ∪ b̃i forms a new basis of

the vector spaceCi . We define thetorsion of C∗ as the following alternating product of
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determinants of base change matrices:

(1) Tor(C∗, c∗) =
∏

i≥0

[
∂i+1(b̃i+1) ∪ b̃i / ci

](−1)i+1

∈ F∗ = F \ {0}

where [∂i+1(b̃i+1) ∪ b̃i / ci ] denotes the determinant of base change matrix from the given
basisci to the new one∂i+1(b̃i+1) ∪ b̃i .

Note that the right hand side is independent of the choice of basesb̃i . The alternating
product in (1) is determinant by the based chain complex (C∗, c∗).

Reidemeister torsion for CW–complexes.We will consider torsion oftwisted chain com-
plexesgiven by a CW–complex and a representation of its fundamental group in this paper.
Let W denote a finite CW–complex and (V, ρ) a representation ofπ1(W), which meansV is
a vector space overF andρ is a homomorphism fromπ1(W) into GL(V) which is referred
as a GL(V)-representation.

Definition 2.1. We define the twisted chain complexC∗(W; Vρ) which consists of the
twisted chain module as:

Ci(W; Vρ) := V ⊗Z[π1(W)] Ci(W̃;Z)

whereW̃ is the universal cover ofW andCi(W̃;Z) is a leftZ[π1(W)]-module given by the
covering transformation ofπ1(W). In taking the tensor product, we regardV as a right
Z[π1]-module under the homomorphismρ−1. We identify a chainv⊗ γc with ρ(γ)−1(v)⊗ c
in Ci(W; Vρ).

We callC∗(W; Vρ) the twisted chain complex with the coefficientVρ. Choosing a basis
of the vector spaceV, we give a basis of the twisted chain complexC∗(W; Vρ). To be more
precise, let{ei

1, . . . , e
i
mi
} be the set ofi-dimensional cells ofW and{v1, . . . , vd} a basis ofV

whered = dimF V. Choosing a liftẽi
j of each cell and taking tensor product with the basis

of V, we have the following basis ofCi(W; Vρ):

ci(W; V) = {v1 ⊗ ẽi
1, . . . , vd ⊗ ẽi

1, . . . , v1 ⊗ ẽi
mi
, . . . , vd ⊗ ẽi

mi
}.

We denote byH∗(W; Vρ) the homology group, which is calledthe twisted homology group
and say thatρ is acyclic if the twisted homology group vanishes. Regarding C∗(W; Vρ) as
a based chain complex, we define the Reidemeister torsion forW and an acyclic represen-
tation (V, ρ) as the torsion ofC∗(W; Vρ), i.e.,

(2) Tor(W; Vρ) = Tor(C∗(W; Vρ), c∗(W; V)) ∈ F∗

up to a factor in{± det(ρ(γ)) | γ ∈ π1(W)} since we have many choices of lifts ˜ei
j and orders

and orientations of cellsei
j .

Note that the definition (2) does not depend of choice of a basis {v1, . . . , vd} since the
Euler characteristic ofC∗(W; Vρ) must be zero by the acyclicity. More precisely, the torsion
defined by another basis{u1, . . . , ud} is expressed as the product of the torsion defined by
{v1, . . . , vd} and the following factor:

[{u1, . . . , ud}/{v1, . . . , vd}]−χ(W).

Remark2.2. If we choose an SL(V)-representationρ with dimF V even, then the torsion
Tor(W; Vρ) has no indeterminacy.

See Turaev’s book [Tur01] for more detail on Reidemeister torsion.
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2.2. Irreducible representations ofSL2(C) and higher dimensional Reidemeister tor-
sion. We review irreducible representations of SL2(C) briefly. The vector spaceC2 has the
standard action of SL2(C) and it is known that the symmetric product Symn−1(C2) and the
induced action by SL2(C) gives ann-dimensional irreducible representation of SL2(C). We
can identify Symn−1(C2) with the vector space of homogeneous polynomials onC2 with
degreen− 1, denoted byVn:

Vn = span
C
〈zn−1

1 , z
n−2
1 z2, . . . , z

n−k−1
1 zk

2, . . . , z1zn−2
2 , z

n−1
2 〉

The action ofA ∈ SL2(C) is expressed as

(3) A · p(z1, z2) = p(A−1 ( z1
z2

)
)

wherep(z1, z2) is a homogeneous polynomial and the variables in the right hand are de-
termined by the action ofA−1 on the column vector by matrix multiplication. We write
(Vn, σn) for the representation given by the action (3) of SL2(C) whereσn denotes the
homomorphism from SL2(C) into GL(Vn).

Remark2.3. It is known that

(1) each representation (Vn, σn) turns into an irreducible SLn(C)-representation of
SL2(C) and;

(2) every irreduciblen-dimensional representation of SL2(C) is equivalent to (Vn, σn).

It is worth noting that SL2(C) acts on the right in the representation (Vn, σn), relating to
our construction of twisted chain complexes in Section 2.1.Letρ be a homomorphism from
π1(W) into SL2(C) andρn the compositionσn ◦ρ, which gives an SLn(C)-representation of
π1(W). If the twisted chain complexC∗(W; Vn) is acyclic, we can consider Tor(W; Vn). We
will drop the subscriptρ in the coefficient for simplicity when no confusion can arise. We
define the higher dimensional Reidemeister torsion forW andρ as Tor(W; Vn) and denote
by Tor(W; ρn) since the coefficientVn of C∗(W; Vn) is determined byρ andn.

We also review the explicit forms of diagonal matrices underσn, which will be needed
in our computations. LetA ∈ SL2(C) be a diagonal matrix

(
a 0
0 a−1

)
andp(z1, z2) the mono-

mial zn−k−1
1 zk

2. Then the action ofA is expressed as

A · p(z1, z2) = p(a−1z1, az2) = a2k−n+1zn−k
1 zk

2 = a2k−n+1p(z1, z2).

Hence the eigenvalues ofσn(A) ∈ SLn(C) are given bya−n+1, a−n+3, . . . , an−1, i.e., the
weight space ofσn is {−n + 1,−n + 3, . . . , n − 1} and the multiplicity of each weight is
1.

2.3. SL2(C)-representations of torus knot groups.Here and subsequently, letK denote
(p, q)–torus knot andEK the knot exterior. The Reidemeister torsion depends on the con-
jugacy classes of irreducible representations of fundamental groups. We are interested in
irreducible representations from torus knot groups into SL2(C). We denote byR(EK) the
set of irreducible SL2(C)-representations ofπ1(EK) and byR̂(EK) the set of conjugacy
classes of representations inR(EK). According to D. Johnson [Joh], from the presentation
〈x, y | xp

= yq〉 of π1(EK), we can regard̂R(EK) as a set of punctured complex planes:

Proposition 2.4 ([Joh], Proposition 3.7 in [KM]) . Let K be the(p, q)-torus knot. Then
R̂(EK) consists of(p − 1)(q − 1)/2 components, which are determined by the following
data, denoted bŷRa,b(EK):

(1) 0< a < p, 0 < b < q.
(2) a ≡ b mod2.
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(3) For every[ρ] ∈ R̂a,b(EK), we have thattr ρ(x) = 2 cos
(
πa
p

)
andtr ρ(y) = 2 cos

(
πb
q

)
.

Moreover irreducibleSL2(C)-representationρ sends xp(= yq) to (−I )a.
(4) trρ(µ) , 2 cos(π(ra/p± sb/q)) whereµ denotes the meridian given by x−rys and r

and s are integers satisfying that ps− qr = 1.

In particular, R̂a,b(EK) is parametrized bytr ρ(µ) and the complex dimension one.

Therefor, for every irreducible SL2(C)-representationρ, the SL2(C)-matricesρ(x) and
ρ(y) are diagonalizable, i.e., they are conjugate to diagonal matrices:


eaπ
√
−1/p 0

0 e−aπ
√
−1/p

 and


ebπ
√
−1/q 0

0 e−bπ
√
−1/q



when the conjugacy class ofρ is contained inR̂a,b(EK). Then the eigenvalues ofρ2N(x)
aree±(2N−1)aπ

√
−1/p, e±(2N−3)aπ

√
−1/p, . . . , e±aπ

√
−1/p and those ofρ2N(y) aree±(2N−1)bπ

√
−1/q,

e±(2N−3)bπ
√
−1/q, . . . , e±bπ

√
−1/q.

3. Twisted homology groups of torus knot exteriors

We consider the acyclicity for the twisted chain complex ofEK defined byρ2N. The
twisted homology group is invariant under homotopy equivalence. We first construct a
2-dimensional CW–complexW which is homotopy equivalent to a torus knot exteriorEK

and then observe the twisted chain complexC∗(W; V2N) instead ofC∗(EK ; V2N).
From the presentation〈x, y | xp

= yq〉 of π1(EK), we can construct 2-dimensional CW–
complexW consisting of one 0–celle0 and two 1–cellse1

i (i = 1, 2) and one 2-celle2 as in
Fig. 1. The closed loopse0 ∪ e1

1 ande0 ∪ e1
2 correspond to the generatorsx andy.

Figure 1. CW–complexW

Let ρ be an irreducible SL2(C)-representation whose conjugacy class lies inR̂a,b(EK).
The compositionρ2N = σ2N ◦ ρ also defines the twisted chain complex ofW as follows:

(4) 0→ C2(W; V2N)
∂2−→ C1(W; V2N)

∂1−→ C0(W; V2N)→ 0

whereV2N is the 2N-dimensional vector space overC. When we writeX andY for the
matricesρ2N(x) andρ2N(y), the boundary operators∂i (i = 1, 2) are expressed as

(5) ∂2 =

(
I + X + · · ·Xp−1

−(I + Y+ · · ·Yq−1)

)
, ∂1 =

(
X − I Y − I

)
.

The acyclicity ofC∗(W; V2N) is determined by the parity of parametersa andb for the
componentR̂a,b(EK) containing the conjugacy classρ, i.e., the acyclicity ofC∗(EK ; V2N)
depends on only the componentR̂a,b(EK).

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that the conjugacy classes ofρ is contained inR̂a,b(EK).
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(1) If the integers a and b are odd, then C∗(EK ; V2N) is acyclic, i.e., H∗(EK ; V2N) = 0.
(2) If the integers a and b are even, then C∗(EK ; V2N) is not acyclic.

Proof. It is enough to observeC∗(W; V2N) instead ofC∗(EK ; V2N). First we suppose that
a ≡ b ≡ 1 (mod 2). The equality of matrices:

(I − X)(I + X + · · · + Xp−1) = 2I .

implies that the matricesI − X andI + X + · · · + Xp−1 are non–singular, i.e., rank(I − X) =
rank(I + X + · · · + Xp−1) = 2N. By counting dimensions, we can see that the complex (4)
is exact.

Next we consider the case thata ≡ b ≡ 0 (mod 2). In this case, all eigenvalues ofX and
Y are roots of unity. We divide this case into two parts:

(i) either SL2N(C)-matricesX or Y does not have the eigenvalue 1;
(ii) both of X andY have the eigenvalue 1.

In the case (i), we can assume thatX does not have the eigenvalue 1. Since 1+ζ+· · ·+ζp−1
=

0 for anyp-th root of unityζ , 1, we have thatI + X + · · · + Xp−1
= O. Similarly we have

that rank(I + Y + · · · + Yq−1) < 2N. Hence the rank of∂2 is less than 2N, which implies
thatH2(W; V2N) , 0.

Last we consider the case (ii). Without loss of generality, we can assume that

• the dimension ofV2N is greater than 2, i.e.,N ≧ 2;
• both of p andq are odd and;
• the pairp anda are coprime and;
• the pairq andb are also coprime.

The multiplicityξ of eigenvalue 1 forX is given by twice the number of integersl such that
p ≦ p(2l−1) ≦ 2N−1. Similarly we writeη for the multiplicity of eigenvalue 1 forY, which
is given by twice the number of integersmsuch thatq ≦ q(2m−1) ≦ 2N−1. By the explicit
form of ∂2 as in (5), the kernel of∂2 agrees with the intersection of ker(I + X+ · · · + Xp−1)
and ker(I + Y + · · · + Yq−1). Since the ranks ofI + X + · · ·Xp−1 and I + Y + · · ·Yq−1 are
equal toξ andη, we have that

dimC ker∂2 = dimC ker(I + X + · · · + Xp−1) + dimC ker(I + Y+ · · · + Yq−1)

− dimC
(
ker(I + X + · · · + Xp−1) ∪ ker(I + Y+ · · · + Yq−1)

)

≧ dimC ker(I + X + · · · + Xp−1) + dimC ker(I + Y+ · · · + Yq−1) − 2N

= 2N − ξ − η

≧ 2N − 2N − 1
p
− 1− 2N − 1

q
− 1.

We proceed to find the range onN satisfying that (2N − 1)(1/p+ 1/q) + 2 < 2N. We can
rewrite the condition (2N − 1)(1/p+ 1/q) + 2 < 2N as

(6)
1

1− 1/p− 1/q
+ 1 < 2N.

Since we assume thatp ≧ 3 andq ≧ 5, the inequality (6) holds forN ≧ 2. Hence we
have shown that dimC ker∂2 > 0 under our assumptions, which implies thatH2(W; V2N) is
nontrivial. �

4. Computation of higher dimensional Reidemeister torsion for torus knot exteriors

Reidemeister torsion has the invariance under simple homotopy equivalences. In fact, a
torus knot exteriorEK is simple homotopy equivalent to the 2-dimensional CW–complex
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W constructed as in Section 3. The Reidemeister torsion ofEK agrees with that ofW.
Therefore we can deduce the explicit value of Reidemeister torsion for a knot exteriorEK

from the twisted chain complex (4) ofW. We assume thatρ2N defines an acyclic twisted
chain complexC∗(EK ; V2N). As we have seen in Section 3, such representationρ2N is given
by an irreducible SL2(C)-representation ofπ1(EK) which satisfies thatρ(xp) = ρ(yq) = −I .
We first show the explicit value of Reidemeister torsion for suchρ2N and then consider the
asymptotic behavior.

4.1. Higher dimensional Reidemeister torsion forρ2N. We write{vi | i = 1, . . . , 2N} for
a basis ofV2N. For the acyclic chain complexC∗(W; V2N), we can set̃bi (i = 0, 1, 2) as

b̃2
= {v1 ⊗ ẽ2, . . . , v2N ⊗ ẽ2},

b̃1
= {v1 ⊗ ẽ1

2, . . . , v2N ⊗ ẽ1
2}

and the others̃bi as∅. The torsion ofC∗(W; V2N) is given by the alternating product:
2∏

i=0

[∂i+1b̃i+1 ∪ b̃i/ci ](−1)i+1
=

[
∂3b̃3 ∪ b̃2/c2

](−1)
·
[
∂2b̃2 ∪ b̃1/c1

]
·
[
∂1b̃1 ∪ b̃0/c0

](−1)

=
det(I + X + · + Xp−1)

det(Y− I )

=
22N

det(I − X) det(Y− I )
.(7)

Here we use (I − X)(I + X + · · ·Xp−1) = I − Xp
= 2I . The determinant det(I − X) in the

denominator of Eq. (7) is expressed as

det(I − X) =
N∏

k=1

(1− e
(2k−1)aπ

√
−1

p )(1− e
−(2k−1)aπ

√
−1

p )

=

N∏

k=1

4 sin2

(
(2k− 1)aπ

2p

)
(8)

and det(Y− I ) is also expressed as

(9) det(Y− I ) =
N∏

k=1

4 sin2

(
(2k− 1)bπ

2q

)
.

Substituting Eqs. (8) & (9) into (7), we obtain the explicit form of Tor(C∗(W; V2N)) which
agrees with the Reidemeister torsion ofEK .

Proposition 4.1. If we choose an irreducibleSL2(C)-representationρ whose conjugacy
class lies inR̂a,b(EK) such that a≡ b ≡ 1 mod2, then the Reidemeister torsion for EK and
ρ2N is expressed as

Tor(EK ; ρ2N) =
22N

∏N
k=1 42 sin2

(
(2k−1)aπ

2p

)
sin2

(
(2k−1)bπ

2q

) .

4.2. Asymptotic behavior of Reidemeister torsions.We consider the asymptotic behav-
ior of Tor(EK ; ρ2N) in increasing the dimension of representationρ2N to infinity. Menal-
Ferrer and Porti [MFPa] showed the asymptotic behavior of the absolute value of Reide-
meister torsion for hyperbolic knot exteriorsM, which is expressed as

(10) lim
N→∞

log |Tor(M; ρ2N)|
(2N)2

= −Vol(M)
4π

.
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Every torus knot exterior admits no hyperbolic structure and their hyperbolic volumes are
zero. Our main theorem shows that the equation in (10) also holds for torus knot exteriors.

Theorem 4.2. Under the assumption of Proposition 4.1, we have the following limit for
the absolute value of Reidemeister torsionTor(EK ; ρ2N):

(11) lim
N→∞

log |Tor(EK ; ρ2N)|
(2N)2

= 0.

Proof of Theorem 4.2.This follows from Proposition 4.1 and the existences on upper and
lower bounds of| sin((2k − 1)aπ/2p)| and| sin((2k − 1)bπ/2q)| for 1 ≦ k ≦ N, which are
given dependently only onp andq. Since| sin(π/2p)| ≦ | sin((2k − 1)aπ/2p)| ≦ 1 and
| sin(π/2q)| ≦ | sin((2k− 1)bπ/2q)| ≦ 1, we have the following lower and upper bounds for
|Tor(EK ; ρ2N)|:

22N

42N
≦ |Tor(EK ; ρ2N)| ≦ 22N

42N sin2N
(
π
2p

)
sin2N

(
π
2q

) .

We can see the asymptotic behavior of|Tor(EK ; ρ2N)| from the following inequalities:

log |Tor(EK ; ρ2N)|
(2N)2

≧
− log 2

2N
N→∞−−−−→ 0

and

log |Tor(EK ; ρ2N)|
(2N)2

≦
− log 2

2N
−

log
∣∣∣∣sin

(
π
2p

)
sin

(
π
2q

)∣∣∣∣
2N

N→∞−−−−→ 0.

�
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